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We present a rigorous thel.rnodynamic analysis of single-component, two-dimensional (cylindrical) and three-dimensional (axisymrnetric) drops and bubbles on an ideal solid substrate when the drop or bubble is aubjcct to
thin-film forces. Minimization of the system isothermal Helmholtz free energy yields the classic augmented YoungLaplace differential equa.tion describing droplet shape. Attendant boundary conditions emerge naturally including a
ncw augmented Young relation when the solid surface i s bare or a smooth lransitiod to a uniform film cncircling the
droplet. 00th adsorbed and wetting films #re considered, depending on the detailed behavior of thc disjoining-pressure isotherm. Q 1999 Elsevier Science B.V. All rights reserved.
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When a droplet or bubble immersed in a second
immiscible fluid contacts a solid surface, a thin
film of the discontinuaus fluid can form *car the
threeMphasecontact line at separation distances
from the solid of less than about 100 nm [1-7],
such thin films originate from surface excess
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f l with ~eparatlon distance, h, from the solid
substrate i s the disjoining-pressure isotherm and
Can be locally attractive (conjoining forces) or
repulsive (disjoining forces) or both. Thin-film
fore"$ are
expressed in the lanpuage of a
p~ttfiti" i i n t t r a ~ t i ~energy,
n
P, whose negative
derivative with respect to film thickness specifies
the disjoining pressure: lI = dP/dh.
Eadv in the discoverv of thin films it was
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periphery. Indeed, by 1940 both Frumkin [8] and
Dcryagin [9,10] introduced an augmented YoungLaplace equation to account for these thin-film
forces and ulilizcd that result lo establish a now
well-known formula for the macroscopic contnct
anglc, O,, of drops or bubbles on solid surfdces
surrounded by a continuous thin film [11,12]:

2. Thermodynamics of cylindrical drops
Consider a single-component l~quiddrop on a
smooth solid surface and ln equilibrium with i t s
own vapor, as illustrated in Fig. 1. The solid surface
is inert, smooth, homopencous and nan-deformable, and gravity is neglected. We assume that
the liquid may adsorb onto the solid surface from
the vapor phase, thus changing the surface energy
of the substrate. Later, we also consider a subcase
wbcsc nQvapor adsorbs so that the solid surrounding the liquid remains bare. Thc configuration of
a bubble on the solid and immersed in its own
condensate arises naturally as a part of our analysis
and need not be considered separately. The system
in Fig. 1 is otherwise enclosed in a rigid box by
non-interacting walls that act as boundaries. In
addition to bulk and interfacial energies, thin-film
forces exist and become important near the paripbery of the droplet, as specified by the interaction
potentla1 per unit area, P, describing the thin liquid
film separating thc liquid-gas and solid-liquid
interfaces. Thermal equilibrium is imposed, and the
total mass and volume of thc fluid component are
conserved along with the total surface area of the
solid. Thus, to establish the equilibrium configuration of the droplet, we minimize the system
Helmholtz free energy A . For a cylindrical or
two-dimensional drop2,we havc that;

where a is the bulk liquidjgas surface tension and
the subscript f denotes the thin film.
More recently de Gennes [13] and Bi-ochai-dWyart et al. [14] considered in more detail the
shapes o f droplets in the case of dry or bare surfaces
where the solid does not permit ads~rptlonfrom
the gas phase. They introduced the spreading
coefficient as an additional parameter and sketched
various droplet shapes for Hamaker thin-film
forces, both attractive and repulsive. These workers
noted the existence of pancake shapes, although
Ruckenstein and Lee apparently established such
shapes somewhat earlier [15].
With few exceptions [16-181, little attention is
paid to the thei-modynamic basis for the modeling
efforts on the role of thin-film forces an wettability
and contact angles. In this study we present a
thermodynamic analysis for a single-component
drop or bubble immersed ia its O w n C O ~ ~ ~ I ~ U O U S
phase and perched on an ideal solid surface.
Thin-film forces are present close to the solid
vapor
surface, as expressed in terms of the a(h)or P ( b )
isotherms. Both bare solid surfaces and those that
are covered by wetting or adsorbed films are
considered. Our effort resembles that of Mnrmur
[I 71. However, as a useful approximation, we adopt
X1
the classicnI viewpoint that all deviations from
constant-curvatme shapes near the solid wall are
due to thin-film forces [9,10] and not to variations
in the interfacial tensions near the three-phase
Fig. 1. The isothermal, closed thcrmndynamic systcm under
contact line [19]. A second companion effort illusco~lsideratiofi.Enclosed in ~ h cbox is a liquid droplet atop a
trates how the augmented Young-Laplace and
solid surface and surrounded by vapor.
augmented Young equations may be rationally
analyzed and numkricilly evaluated to yield a wide
A tw~.dimcnmional drop rxiata in the X-z plane arld is
variety of drop1kt and
tranelationally invariant in thc y-dimension. An axisymmstric
shapes, depending on the specifics of the thin-film
0 , thrcc-dimensional d r o
.~. .considcrcd later. is svmmctric
forces [I?].
nboui the z-nxis.
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For a
Or large
parlia'ly
extends beyond the range of thin-film forces, bulk
liquid is present, and !
'I.is
bulk
liquid pressure. However, for a microscopic or
smalf: drop which resides entirely within the range
of thin-film forces, p~ remains a 3calar constant,
but i t no longer corresponds to a bulk isotropic
pressure- PG is the gas pJe$$urcl add v~ and v~
are the volumes of the liquid and gas F'ha~e~,
respectively. AS,, AS, and ALG are the areas of
the solid-liquid, solid-gas and liquid-gas interfaces, respectively, while as, and ~ S Gdenote the
surface energies of the solid-liquid and solid-gas
interfaces. cr is the surface tension of the liquidpotengas interface. b l ~and PG arc tfic
tiah of the liquid and vapor phases, respectively,
and
and n~ are their corresponding mole numbtrs. ns, and RSG represent the Gibbs surface
excess amounts adsorbcd on the solid-vapor and
solid-liquid surfaces [2017 re$peclively, and ~ S L
and E.k are their respective chemical potentialsAccordingly, the solid-gas surface energy depen& on the pressure of the enveloping gas phase.
No tenn appears for adsorption at the liquid-gas

wbcre ~ ( x . L denotes
)
the local fluid molar density profile exrending from the solid surface into
the vapor in the z-direction, and p, and p are
9
the bulk liquid and gas molar densities.
P(h,lz$h,v.v,,,.)in Eq. (2) is the thin-film potential
energy of interactioll between the liquid-vapor
and solid-Jiquid interfaces, where the subscripts
drop
indicate differentiation, H~~~
we note that p and the disjoining pressure may,
in genera], depend on film thickness, slope, curvature, and
higher order derivatives. In this
work f' specificnlly refers to a liquid-like film
between the solid and the gas phases. In cases
where, for example, a thin film circumscribes a
necked droplet ji, e, flE > n,2), so that
exists between the thin film and the droplet, our
t,
analysis does not apply, ~ 1 interfacial
1
far from the
tensions in E ~ 12)
, refcr to
contact line. Hence, in our treatment, thii-film
behavior at the droplet perimeter is reflected
solely by the behavior of the ~jh,hp,,, , ..)

.,

isotherm.
We desire the equilibrium shape of the droplet,
h(x), which is specified by dA = 0 at constant
tmperatu~e,mass, area and volume. Differentiation of Eqm(2) gives:

d~

=

- p , d y L- vL dp, - p , dV,
-t ss,

drop, and x, and s, are the x-coordinates of the
edges of the drop where the Ijquid-vapor surface
of the drop meats a bare surface. If the droplet
terminates at a film, x, and X? constitute the box
dimensions. Films may be of two typos. Adsorbed
films reflect finite vapor adsorption beyond the
drop edges. Typically, for finite contact angles,
are up to
monolayerr in
thickness [21,22]. Conversely, wetting films are
generally much thicker [22]. Whether or not the
solid-vapor interface is bare or i s covercd by an
adsorbed or wetting film depends on the behavior
of the thin-film forces, as discussed later. Drop
height or thickness varies with x and is defined

d&L

- VG dp,

+As, d ~ s ,+ @,a dA,,

+ a dALG+ ALG da + pL dn,+ d~~ + PGd n +~ n~ dk.3 Psr d v s ~
+ ~ S L + dnsc + nsa
+ w d j::P(h,h:,h ,.. ) dr = 0
(4)

+ A,,

do,,

/ 1 ~

~ P S L I~SG

At constant temperature, the Gibbs-Duhem
equationr can be
for the bulk liquid and
phases:
-

vLdpL + nL dpL

0

(5)

and

- VGdpc+n,dp,=O

(6)
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Likewise, variations of the solid-vapor and
solid-liquid interfacial energies are described by
the isothermal Gibbs adsorption eql~arions[20]:

+ 1251 d P S L = 0
d~sc
+ r?sc d ~ s r =
: 0

As, das,

(7)

As,

(8)

('1
This last expression indicates that, except at
very large curvatures, there can be no change in
the isothermal tcnsion of the liquid-vapor interNext, we invoke the constraints of constant
mass, area and volume;
dn, .I.dn,

+ dn,,

-I- dn,,

=0

(10)

~ A StL ~ A S =
G0

(11)

dVL+dVG=O

(12)

substitution of Eqs. i51-(,2) inlo Eq.
the following important result:

yicldr

+ 4 dALC + (PL - P G ) dl?'
+ (PSL - pa) d f i +~ (PSG
~ - PG) d n s ~
(13)

Note that the liquid molar density is not required to be constant, so that ~ Z Land VL ',are
independent. Also in Eq. (13) it is recognized that
n ~ nsL
, and 1 1 tach
~ ~ vary independently of the
remaining variables, and thus the cobfitimts of
d n ~ ,~ J ~ S and
L
are identically zero. This
result of equality of chemjcal potentials (PL =
PG = PSL = PSCI = P ) signifies phase equilibrium.
Variatioils in the remaining term$ 01" Eq. (13) are
interdependent. To clarify this interdependence
we adopt the following geometric identities:

and
A,,

= 111.s= I,?

1;

I,?;-

I44

I,, +
.s2

- d.1-= I

dx
ds

I

\'I

B: dx
(1 6)

where s in Eq. (16) is the arc length of the
liquid-vapor interface and subscript notation is
again used to signal n derivative. Eqs. (14)-(16)
QJIOW I]IC remaining l ~ r r n in
s Ey. (13) to be rewritten as:

d

r[o,/m
+ o,,

us,

+P +p$]

dx = 0
(17)

where, for convenicficc. syrnmctry of thc drop
shape is recognized, and where the pressure difference p, - p, is idenlifitd as thc capillary prcssure
p,. In macroscopic systems, the capillary pressure
is a well-defined and mtasurable quantity [23].
For microscopic droplets, however, p, is a
parameter thnt controls the drop size, with larger
capillary pmsures yirldinp smaller dmps Thc
integral in Eq. (17) defines the appropriate free
energy whose minimum characterizes the drop
profile. Similar expressions have been put forward
by de Gennes 1131 and Brochard-Wyart et al. [14],
but not in thc contcxi 01' a cornplett thermodynarnic argument.
To csrablish chc function hir) that minimizes
the integral in Eq. (17) requires careful application of the calculus of variations [24]. As illustrated in Fig, 2, the non.standard feature of
exploring the minimum of Eq. (17) is that the
upper integral limit, rl, changes as nltPm;lti~t
drop profiles are explored. Let h ( xj in Eq. (17) be
replaced by h ( x ) = h ( xj + q ( s ) where h ( x ) is now
the particular drop shape that satisfies Eq. (17).
~ ( xis)a continuously differentiable but otherwise
arbitrary function, and s is a constant parameter
for each function q(x.). We use Leibnitz'
[25]
to diflcrentjale Q, (17) wilh respect ro B and
evaluate the resulting expression at E = 0 to give:
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[13,14,17]. Since r l is an arbitrary function, each
coefhcimt of 17 in Eq. (2Uj i s independently equal
to zero, The result is two conditio~lsdictating the
cqujlibrium configuration o f a drop on a solid
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The first cocmcienl condition loads to the wellknown augmented Young-Laplace equation in
two dimensions [8 -- 141:

wherc the first lcrm rcflecrs rhc transverse curvature of the- droplet.
Values
of the capillary
.
.
.... .
pressure set the basic equilibrium shapes. Positive
values tend to yield bubbles, whereas negative
values tend to yield droplets, although
many marc
interest.ing shapes can arise, such as planar films,
stepped films, pancakes, and wiggly bubbles and
drops depending on the details of thin-film forces
We refer generically to all of these shapes
Acts.
unless
. ..
- sntcific eases are disriirr~rl
Also, small absolute values of p, can produce
macroscopic shapes that exhibit a coristaat-cnrvature portion with only their edges falling in the
range of PIh), whereas large absolute values of p,
produce microscopic shapes that lie en~irely
within the range of P ( h ) . If P depends on other
variables than film thickness, then additional
terms will. appear in Eq. (21).
The second term multiplying rl in Eq. (20)
Serves as a boundary condition for the augmented
Young-La~lace =quation:
-

Fig,2.

(a) A IW~-di~nensianal
drop of arbitray shape, h ( , ~ ) ,
on a bart solid surface. (b) Tbc edge of thc drop shown in par1
(a) and the basis of ~ q (19).
.

where we bere specialize the thin-film forces to
be functions only of h because little, if any, i s
the dependence of thin-film forces
known
on higher order terms. From Fig. 2, dr,/dc can be

"7"-

--"-I
7 - 7

written a$:

.

'X2

,

rV70,3 C ,VI
f th;"
- 1 ~ ~ 1integration by parts of
the first term of the integranc in Eq. 8) gives the
r - i i ~ . ~"?.-..I+
,:~~
-#+-- -:-*1;4
IuljVWiIig
ICbuiL,
l v l arirryllhcation:
LllAJ

rl

/

-

F-w?~I+
L b a U I C

aIIV

,111

+

\1
- oSG))x2 = 0

where in this expression CTSGcarresponds to the
bare-solid surface encrgy. To out knowledge this
second condition has not been previously pointed
out. Anywherc along the drop thc local angle, 8,
between the liquid-vapor surface and the plane of
the solid is defined as O = ran-'h,. Thus, Eq. (22)
can be rewritten in the form:
a cosap = F,, - a,, - P(0)

/*n\

ILVl

Note in this development that the droplet need
not be of constant volume, as in othet approaches

where do is the microscopic contact angle at the
drop periphery [13-151. The microscopic contact
angle is to be distinguished from the macroscopic
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contact asrgle, which exists only for: macroscopic
drops and is obtained by appropriate extrapolation from the droplet shape in the constant-curvature region [12]. Eq. (23) is analogous to the
classical contact-line equilibrium constraint of
Youfie: 1271. excent that the influence of thin-film

for a bare surface by S = us, - us, - o, then the
augmented Young equation reduces to:

cosOo= 1 1-

s - P(0)

024

bare surface

where the interaction potential energy depends
only on film thickness. The axisymmetric expressions for volume and area are now written as;
V, = 2n r 6 r dr

boundary condition for quantirarive calculation o f

(25)

ana

ALG

- 2 n r $ r d r = 2 n r ~ m r d r

-

(27)

0

.- .

N O W by proceeding as above, we recover the
expression for the pertinent free energy to be
minimized:

d

I

Aipectu 156 (1999) 137-144

r [ ~ ~nsL-m
g S G ++
P ( h )-p,k]

r dr - 0

JD

C7RI

Similar application of the calculus of variations
leads to the nxisymrnetric form of Eq. (18):

I

and term in ~ q (201
. is not relevant. There is no

I

for solution of the augmented Young-Laplace
equation i$ simply that the d r o ~ l e tmeets the

JO

L+J 1

Ci-0-
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find that:

I

covered solid surfaces, the spreading coefficient

1

rr2q

.

Eq. (21) with its attendant boundary conditions
at x, of Eq. (24) for a bare surface and an
asymptotic approach to h, for a film-covtred shrface provide the basis for numerical evaluation of
cylindrical drop shapes given information on P ( h )
and S [lZ].

-

ah,

flh,
r.

~ t ~ l n - . . r ~,

dP
r ~ z l l ~ ~ + ~ + ~ c I r d

.

.?f(&

(30)

which is the companion result to Eq. (20).
Again, since each bracketed term in Eq. (30) is
independent, the axisymmetric form of the aughefited Young-Liplace equation is:

3. Thermodynamics of axisymmebic drops

The Helmholtz free energy for axisymmetric
droplets follows by analogy to the two-dimensional case. Thus, the thin-film-force term in Eq,
(2) is replaced by 2xjtaP(h)r dr, where r is the
radial coordinate for a drop of radius rz and

:i3vR r[i + h;1lRj+ n(h) p.
hr

'{p

=

(31)

+

where the additional term, as compared to the
two-dimensional form, accounts for the circumferential curvature of thc axisymmetric drop. The
constraints at the droplet edge rr2remain identical.
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to those far cylindrical drops, but now in radial
coordinates. Thus, t h t analysis of axisyminetric
drops parallels that of cylindrical drops [12].
The governing diffetcntial equations for both
cylindrical and axisyinmetric droplets are non-linear and require numerical solution. Details of the
numeri~alprocedures are available in the thesis of
Yeh [26]. Numerous cases arc presented and discussed by Yeh et al. [12].
4. Adsorbed

versus wetting films

We refer above to the possibilities that droplets
may be surrounded by adsorbed or wetting films.
Which cast arises dcpends primarily on the behavior of the D'(12) isothernl. It is well known that
planar thin films are unstable when dn/d(h) > 0
[2X].Thus, thin planar films are possible when the
value of the capillary pressure intersects the disjoinirrg pressurc curve at a point of local negative
slope. Such films inay surround droplets or cover
the entire solid surface when no droplei is present.
Whether such a thin film is adsorbed or wetting
now depends on the behavior of the disjoiningpressure isoihem and the value o f p , . For adsorption from the gas phase, adsorption isotherms, or
rsc= "==/Asa as a function of gas pressure, may
be converted into disjoining-pressure isotherms,
or ll as a function of adsorbed film thickness
h,= T,,/p,, by the following identity [I. 1,291:

(2,)

= - pLkT In -

'32)

where k is Boltzmann's constant, T is the absolute temperature, and p,,, i s the fluid vapor prossure. Thus, adsorption-isotherm expressions that
describe the submonolayer to several monolayers
regime can be converted into n(h) and P ( h )
isotherms to characterize adsorbed films [29]. By
way of example, for a simple fluid adsorbing on R
solid surface Hc~lry'slaw must emergc in the limit
of vanishing gas pressure [30]:

hr ~
rSG=K$G=PL

~

3

0

(33)

where KIIIi s Henry's constant for adsorption.
Substitution of this result into Eq. (32) gives the

143

o f the disjoining pressure for vanishf~~nctianalily
ingly small adsorbed film thicknesses:

n = - p L k ~ lLnP B( la Lh )

(3.4)

where, for convenience, we have dropped the
subscript denoting film an the adsorbed- layer
thicknoss. Note that as h approaches zero, thc
disjoining pressure is logarithmically singular.
Whenever the disjoining-pressure isotherm reflects
the behavior of a gas adsorption i s o t h e v so that
it approaches infinity in the limit of zero thickness
(inenzero adsorption), then adsorbed films are
possible. Adsorbed films of molecular dimension
arise when the capillary pressurc inrersects the
disjoining-pressure isotherm in this regime. Conversely, wetting films are much thicker [21,22],
nnd the corresponding form of the disjoiningpressure isotherm may be due to the more macroscopic descriptions of thin-film forccs, such as
that of Deryagin-Landau-Verwey-Overbeek
theory [31]. However, if the disjoining-pressure
isotherm terminates with a finite value at zero film
thickness, then only a bare surface surrounding
the droplet is possible when p, 2 fl(0).
An important point from Eq. (34) is that, although the disjoining pressure is infinite as thickness npproaches zero, the corresponding
interaction potentinl remains finite in this same
limit:

[ (-

P ( h ) = pLkT h in

-

A+,
(35)

In this work, all interaction potentials terminate
at zero thickness such that P(O) is a finite
constant.
The distinction between film-covered and bare
solid surfaces is by definition. Bart surfaces permit no adsorption from the vapor phase. Monolnyer or submonolayer gas-adsorption behavior
appears in disjoining-pressure isotherms at thicknesses that are too thin to be resolved on the scale
of nanometers. Hence, the bare-surfacc analysis
for droplet and bubble shapes at much larger
scales remains relevant.
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Variational minimization of' the Helmholtz free
Or
of
axisymlnetric (three-dimensional) droplet
an
ideal solid substrate whose edges fall under the
influence of thin-film farces gives two conditions
for the equilibrium shape. The first of these results
is the familiar augmc~tedYoung-Laplacc equation that specifies the equilibrium profile of thc
licluid-vapor surface. The second result serves as
a boundary condition for the augmented YoungLaplace differential equation and depends on
the droplet
whether the solid &strate
i s bare or is covered by a thin film. For a bare solid
an
Young equation
specifying thc microscopic contact angle at the edge
of the drop. This new relation includes a term that
accounts for the presence of the thin-film interact i ~ npotential, just as the augmented YoungLaplam is refined by the addition of a disjoining
pressure. For a film-covered surface, adsorbed or
vetting, the droplet must meet the film continuously and there is no separate augmented Young
condition. The augmented Young-Laplace and its
attendant Young and film-continuity boundary
conditions
the requisite tools for
calculation of a wide variety of droplet and/or
shqes
given jnfomatian
On the thin-fi1m
forccs and the spreading coefficient.
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